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ABSTRACT 
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is rapidly growing and widely used manufacturing technology for 

building up functional parts by metal, polymer, ceramic and their composites. Different AM methods 

have been developed for processing various materials in different feed stock such as filament, powder, 

resin, etc. Robocasting is one of the AM method for building up 3D ceramic based geometries. 

Although, the method most commonly used in biomedical industry for generating ceramic tissue 

scaffolds and artificial organs, it is also promising method for manufacturing industrial ceramic products 

such as bathtubs, sinks and vases. But there is lack of study about industrial application of the 

robocasting process and there are gaps for defining effective optimal process parameters for increasing 

process efficiency and product quality especially in industrial huge parts. In this study, it is aimed to 

determine optimal process parameters for building up ceramic vase with high surface quality and 

dimensional accuracy. Nozzle diameter and material extrusion rate were changed in different levels and 

manufactured parts were inspected in terms of their dimensional accuracy and surface quality via 

precision measurement systems. The results revealed that, nozzle diameter and extrusion rate were 

important parameters and they have to be selected in accordance with each other for improving product 

quality.   

  

Keywords: Additive manufacturing. Ceramic. Robocasting. Dimensional Accuracy. Surface Quality. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is rapidly developing technology which provides flexibility in customer-

oriented, personalized manufacturing of complex 3D geometries. By eliminating the need of tools, 

fixtures and molds AM technologies have a wide range of application area, such as in aerospace, 

architecture, automotive, defense and biomedical industries [1]. In order to provide effective systems 

for different materials in such a wide range of usage area, different AM methods have been developed. 

According to the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) group, ASTMF42-Additive 

Manufacturing committee, AM methods have been classified in seven basic categories such as, Vat 

Photo Polymerization (Stereolithography, bio plotters), Powder Bed Fusion (Selective Laser Sintering 

(SLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Electron Beam Melting (EBM), Direct Metal Laser Sintering 

(DMLS)), Material Extrusion (Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)), Material Jetting (Multi-jet Fusion 

Technology), Binder Jetting, Directed Energy Deposition (Laser Engineered Net Shaping, Direct Metal 

Deposition) and Sheet lamination [2-3].  

 

Metals such as Ti6Al4V [4], AlSi10Mg [5], stainless steel [6], Inconel [7], polymers such as polylactic 

acid (PLA) [8], acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), polyamide (PA) [9] and their composites are most 

widely used materials in these systems. Besides these common materials ceramics and their composites 

have attracted great interest of manufacturers and researchers by having excellent thermal resistance, 

surface hardness, wear resistance and biocompatibility. However, due to the high melting point of the 
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ceramics and the need for heat treatment for obtaining solid structure after building, additive 

manufacturing methods for processing ceramic materials are limited [10].   

 

Robocasting, also called as direct-ink-writing is one of most common method for additive 

manufacturing of ceramic based materials [1]. The method provides opportunity to generate 3D ceramic 

parts without support structures which is the most important advantage of the system.  Although the 

robocasting method is very similar to the material extrusion AM method [11], there is a very important 

feature for ceramic materials that distinguishes the robocasting method from the material extrusion. This 

feature is not using any heating near the nozzle in order to ensure the fluidity of the material in the 

robocasting method. Ceramic paste (mud), which is a viscous aqueous solution of desired ceramic 

powder fed to the nozzle. Feeding of the material to the nozzle is usually achieved by the pressurized 

air supplied by a compressor pushing the plunger [12].  In this way, it reduces the risk of cracks occurring 

by sudden heating of the ceramic material [13-14]. The nozzle moves according to the defined tool path 

on CAD data to generate 3D geometry layer-by-layer [15]. Robocasting is capable of building green 

body which needs sintering afterwards [10].  

 

Taking into account their physicochemical properties and low costs, clay materials are generally used 

as the main raw material in the production of traditional ceramic parts [16]. The applications of clay 

minerals depend on their composition, structure and physical properties since they undergo many 

physical and chemical changes that determine the ceramic properties predominantly during the baking 

of clay materials [16]. In other words, the properties of clay minerals varying with baking temperatures 

determine their use as industrial ceramic raw materials. Clay based ceramic materials are mostly used 

as building materials such as tiles and bricks [17]. Nowadays, by development of robocasting systems, 

clay based ceramics have started to be used as inks for building up 3D complex geometries. 

 

In literature studies, the system generally used in biomedical industry for generating ceramic tissue 

scaffolds and artificial organs. It was stated in these studies that diameter of the nozzle, rheology of the 

paste (ink), its formulation and extruder rate were basic system parameters which affect manufactured 

part quality [11,18-20]. Different size of nozzle diameters such as 0.1 mm, 0.5 mm [21-22] and 1.5 mm 

[18,23] have been generally used in previous studies. Although, the method most commonly used in 

biomedical industry, it is also promising method for manufacturing industrial ceramic products such as 

bathtubs, sinks and vases.  However, the reported nozzle diameter values for biomedical applications 

are not effective for manufacturing industrial, large geometries. Because smaller nozzle diameters 

increase processing time. But there is lack of study about industrial application of the robocasting 

process and there are gaps for defining effective optimal process parameters for increasing process 

efficiency and product quality especially in industrial huge parts. In this study, it is aimed to determine 

the optimal process parameters for improving surface quality and dimensional accuracy of industrial 

ceramic parts. Nozzle diameter and material extruder rate were selected as process parameters and they 

were changed in different levels. Manufactured parts were inspected in terms of their dimensional 

accuracy and surface quality via precision measurement systems.   

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In this study, clay based material which has been the most widely used material in the production of 

industrial ceramic parts was selected as feedstock for additive manufacturing of designed geometry. The 

content of the clay consists of Al2O3, Fe2O3, SiO2, CaO, MgO, K2O and Na2O. Due to the 

confidentiality reasons of the company, where the study was conducted, detailed information on the 

content and proportions of the clay cannot be given. 

 

DeltaWasp 3MT commercial robocasting system (Wasp, Italy), can be seen in Figure 1, was used for 

building up to samples. It has three different tool configurations selected according to the material form. 

These configurations are Wasp spitfire red extruder, Wasp pellet extruder and LDM Wasp extruder XL. 

In this study, LDM Wasp extruder XL tool configuration, which is suitable for the used clay and part 

dimensions, was used for part manufacturing. A photograph of the extruder and schematic illustration 

of the robocasting technique can be seen in Figure 1b and 1c respectively.[24] 
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                 (a)                               (b)                                              (c)                                                    (d) 

Figure 1. (a) Delta Wasp 3MT machine which is used for the case study. (b) LDM WASP Extruder XL.  

(c) Schematic illustrating the robocasting technique. (d) Control panel of the Delta Wasp 3MT. 

 

The 3D printer system, used in this study, did not allow to define and alter the process parameters. Just 

the levels of the extruder rate which were stated on the system could be changed. Therefore, extruder 

rate levels and nozzle diameter were selected as the process parameters for the study. Nozzle diameter 

was changed in three levels while extruder rate was changed in two levels. Parameter sets and code of 

the experiments were listed in the Table 1.  The nozzle diameter was set at the slicing process while the 

extruder rate level was set at the printing process by control panel which can be seen in the Figure 1d. 

 
Table 1. Parameter sets for each part. 

Part Name 

Nozzle 

Diameter 

[mm] 

Extruder 

Rate 

Levels 

 

A 3 100 

B 3 80 

C 4 100 

D 4 80 

E 5 100 

F* 5 80 

 

Flow rate of the material was altered by changing the extruder rate level where the pressure was constant 

at 7 bar throughout the production of all the parts. In addition, the nozzles used in the study were the 

standard nozzles, provided with the printer by the supplier company. Cleaning of the nozzle was done 

manually with alcohol and cloth when there was build-up on the tips of the nozzles during production. 

After the parts came out of the 3D printer, they were left to dry in the incubator at 100-150 oC degrees 

for 8 hours and then baked in an oven at 1330 oC for 24 hours. During drying, only physical change was 

targeted and during firing, chemical changes were aimed to occur. 

 

In order to determine the ability of the system, a hollow vase was designed in helical form, with sharp 

corners and free surfaces. One of the most important problem of ceramic robocasting process is building 

up high green bodies without losing their forms. To optimize the parameters for building up this kind of 

high geometries, the part was designed in 200 mm height. The design and dimensions of the part, which 

was designed to measure the performance of the printer system especially in sharp corners, can be seen 

in the Figure 2a-b.  
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    (a)           (b) 

Figure 2. Design of the part. (a) Side view of the model (b) Top view of the model. 

 

Wall thickness varied depending on nozzle diameter and the thickness of the base was twice the 

thickness of the layer to be selected. The layers of the built product were designed as a square section 

to analyze the behavior of the robocasting method at sharp corners with a large nozzle diameter (≥3mm). 

 

Dino-Lite digital microscope and Starrett HE400 profile projector, which can be seen in Figure 3a and 

Figure 3b, were used for geometrical and surface inspections. Dimensional measurements were applied 

by Hexagon CMM, can be seen in Figure 3c. Mahr M400 mechanical profilometer with granite table 

was used for determination of surface roughness. Measurements were taken from top surface and side 

surface of the parts. Roughness tester can be seen in Figure 3d. 

 

       
                            (a)                                            (b)                                       (c)                               (d ) 

Figure 3. (a) Dino-Lite digital microscope (b) Starrett HE400 projector (c) Dimensional analysis with Hexagon 

CMM (d) Roughness analysis of top and side surfaces with Mahr M400 surface roughness tester. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Robocasting process were applied by using the defined nozzle diameter and extruder rates. However, 

some problems were occurred during the deposition of the base layer of the designed parts especially 

Part A, D, E and F. At the beginning of printing process of the Part A, while the first layer was being 

deposited, nozzle did not leave the spilled material on the plate and the error occurred as a result of 

carrying it. This problem had to be manually intervened until the first layer of the base was ready, and 

the problem did not recur after the intervention. The problem can be seen in the Figure 5a. 

 

For printing process of the Parts D, E and F it was observed that the first layer of the base was incomplete 

as shown in the Figure 4b. The main problem was incomplete flow of the ceramic paste as a result of 

lack of material coming from the nozzle. So, higher extruder rates were needed for the bigger nozzle 

diameters while building up the base layers. There was no problem at the base layer deposition of the 

Part B and C.  
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                                                       (a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 4. (a) The nozzle did not leave the spilled material on the plate (b) Base error due to intermittent spilling 

of material 

 

During the process, another important problem was material collection around the nozzle such as given 

in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5.  Collection of material around the nozzle.  

This problem was experienced during the formation of the second layer of the base of all parts. After 

the second layer was formed, it appeared that this problem was not experienced in other layers as a result 

of manual cleaning of the nozzle. When this problem aroused, if it was not intervened for a long time, 

it created rough surfaces as given in the Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6. Rough surface problem. 

After forming the base in the production of Part F, the extruder rate was adjusted to the predetermined 

rate and the formation of the layers started. However, with the predetermined extruder rate, the problem 

was encountered in the formation of the following layers as shown in the Figure 7. Therefore, the 

production of the part was stopped, and production failed for Part F. 
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Figure 7. Part F which is incomplete. 

After all building processes, manufactured parts were inspected in terms of their geometrical, 

dimensional, and surface properties. 

 

 
Figure 8. Radius measurement with digital microscope. 

 

Due to the fact that the parts consist of square cross-sectional layers, a sharp corner was sought between 

the edges. As can be seen by visual inspections, round corners with radius values given in Table 2 were 

detected instead of sharp ones. Values of these radiuses were determined by digital microscope with the 

measurements which were performed as shown in the Figure 8. Minimum radius value achieved for Part 

B with 3 mm nozzle diameter and 80 level extruder rate while maximum was recorded for Part C build 

up with 4 mm nozzle diameter and 100 level extruder rate. Achieved layer thickness were also measured 

by the same microscope and listed in Table 2 below. 

 
Table 2. Dimensional measurement results. 

Part Name 
Radius 

[mm] 

Layer 

Thickness 

[mm] 

Wall 

Thickness 

(t) [mm] 

Height 

Values 

[mm] 

Deviation 

of Height 

Value 

(%) 

A 2,744 0,761 4,636 167,660 16,17 

B 1,753 0,828 5,114 168,128 15,94 

C 2,993 0,820 5,748 164,977 17,51 

D 2,154 0,784 3,923 163,952 18,02 

E 1,931 0,781 4,768 163,947 18,03 

 

Dimensional accuracy of the parts was inspected by CMM measurements. Deviations from the wall 

thickness of the each vase samples were determined by taking the measurements from top surface of the 

vase samples shown in Figure 9. Also, height of the samples were measured five times and the mean 
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values were reported in Table 2. Minimum wall thickness was measured for Sample D while maximum 

was recorded for Sample C. This is a result of different amounts of material being piled up depending 

on the nozzle diameter and material extruder rate. Deviation from the nominal height value (200 mm) 

was recorded as the highest for Part D and Part E this was because of the shrinkage of the green ceramic 

body during drying and baking processes. Minimum deviation for height was recorded for Part B. 

 

        
                              Figure 9. Top surface of the vase for wall thickness measurements.  

 

Surface quality and base layer inspections were performed by digital microscope as shown in the 

Figure 10a. The errors described such as rough surface formation (Figure 10b), defects at end points 

(Figure 10c), and pitting on the surface (Figure 10d). 

 

       
                             (a)                                      (b)                                      (c)                                      

Figure 10. (a) Rough surface inspection of Part A. (b) Defect at end point of Part B. (c) Pitting on the surface of 

Part E.  

The bases of the parts, which were the most problematic areas during production, were analyzed with a 

profile projector and a digital microscope. The base of the vases was designed to consist of two layers 

and the performance expected from the base was no cracks after baking. In the profile projector analysis, 

a yellow light was emitted from the light source on the projector as shown in the Figure 11a. If the light 

can pass through the part, it reaches the lens that is opposite the light source and reflects on the screen. 

The results of the base analysis of the pieces are given in Figure 11b-f. 

 

Cracks were observed on Part A base which may aroused by air gaps between the layers. If air is trapped 

between the layers it may cause crack propagation during the firing of the green part [25, 26].  Moreover, 

the extruder rate of the machine should be adjusted according to the consistency of the mud as stated in 

[27]. 
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                                 (a)                                               (b)                                                (c) 

     
                                 (d)                                               (e)                                                (f ) 

Figure 2. (a) Inspection of part A with a profile projector. (b) Part A’s base. (c) Part B's base. (d) Part C's base. 

(e) Part D's base. (f) Part E’s base. 

Surface roughness measurements were taken from side and top surfaces of the parts. Results were 

reported in the Table 3 below. Minimum roughness value for side surface was measured for the Part B 

while it was measured on top surface of the Part C. The lowest Ra values were obtained by increasing 

the extruder rate when the nozzle diameter was increased. The maximum roughness value for both side 

and top surfaces was recorded for the Part E. Selecting proper extruder rate for the nozzle diameter is 

the most important factor on dimensional accuracy and surface quality of the parts. Although the best 

extruder rate for a 3 mm nozzle was 80, the best extruder rate for a 5 mm nozzle was 155. 

 
Table 3. Roughness measurement results of side and top surfaces of the parts 

Part Name 
Side Surface Roughness Top Surface Roughness 

Ra [μm] Rz [μm] Rt [μm] Ra [μm] Rz [μm] Rt [μm] 

A 30,770 150,600 175,800 7,664 43,410 57,203 

B 25,720 131,000 165,000 9,533 62,690 85,190 

C 27,200 142,000 161,700 6,192 42,115 49,658 

D 32,710 131,100 142,500 10,919 56,483 82,760 

E 27,620 170,000 196,800 13,348 75,243 93,430 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study, effect of robocasting process parameters like as nozzle diameter and extruder rate, on 

dimensional accuracy, surface quality and structural properties of ceramic vase parts were determined. 

By evaluating the results, it can be concluded that, 

  

• During the formation of the base of the part, the material was collected around the nozzle while 

the second layer was pressed. If the nozzle was not cleaned after the base was formed, the 

formation of the structure would be rough. The extruder rate should also be changed as the 

nozzle diameter changes to a certain extent. 

• While the main body of the part was being built up, if nozzle with larger diameter was used, the 

larger extruder rate should also be selected. Otherwise, the nozzle would start to pour the 

material incomplete. 
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• Dimensional accuracy and surface quality were highly affected by process parameters. For the 

same nozzle diameter, it was difficult to obtain the sharp form at the corner points, as the 

extruder rate increases, more material was piled up. 

• It was not possible to finalize building up process by 5 mm diameter nozzle with 80 extruder 

rate, because it was too low. So, for production of high quality parts in terms of dimensional 

accuracy and surface quality, it is important to select proper extruder rates for each nozzle 

diameter.   

• Although cracks on the side surfaces of the piece experienced in a similar study were not 

revealed in this study, cracks were experienced on the base surface of Part A. In order to prevent 

these cracks, it will be beneficial to optimize the firing process parameters in future studies [28]. 
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